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Economic Developers = 
the Bold & Brave

Leadership means being willing to take risks and make 
positive change happen

At IEDC, leadership initiatives include:
 Educating economic developers and our elected officials
 Building more resilient communities
 Recognizing economic development leadership
 Analyzing & anticipating trends with thought-leading     

research



Outline
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Who is IEDC?  A quick introduction

• World’s largest membership association for the 
economic development profession with 5,200+ members 
in 18 countries

• Roots back 92 years – formed before America’s Great 
Depression

• Became IEDC in 2001 with the merger of:
 American Economic Development Council 

 Council for Urban Economic Development

• Headquarters in Washington D.C.
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Where does the knowledge come from?

• State-level appointees

• City officials

• County ED officials

• Regional ED public-private 
partnerships

• Chambers of Commerce 

• Business incubators

• Utility companies

• Institutions focused on workforce 
development

• ED consultants
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 IEDC members come from many 
different levels – state, province, 
county, parish, city – from the 
largest state to the smallest rural 
town



International Partnerships

Partnerships with 
numerous 
international ED 
organizations

 Economic Development Australia 

 Economic Developers Association of 
Canada (EDAC)

 European Association of 
Development Agencies (EURADA)

 International Association of Science 
parks (IASP)

 Local Economic Development & 
Employment Division (LEED-OECD)

 World Association of Investment 
Promotion Agencies (WAIPA)
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How we share knowledge

• Economic Development training & certification
• 12 regular courses and 1 advanced course

 Accredited Economic Development Organization (AEDO)

• EDNow and EDJournal

• Advisory services & research

• Economic resiliency & disaster recovery program

• Legislative tracking & policy analysis

• 4 conferences annually

• Webinars on trending topics
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Recognizing Excellence in 
Economic Development
 We continually recognize the world's best 

economic development programs, partnerships, 
marketing and the year's most influential 
leaders. 

 34 awards honor organizations and individuals 
for their efforts in creating positive change in 
communities of all sizes.

 Award-winning communities are used as best 
practices throughout IEDC’s work.



Outstanding Citizen Leadership
 Richard K. Davis, Chairman of the Board, GREATER MSP, Minnesota

 Executive Chairman, U.S. Bancorp since 2007

 Avid supporter of initiatives that improve the quality of life and 
importance of economic prosperity in achieving that goal

 Chair of Itasca Project - employer-led civic alliance committed to 
building a robust economy.

 Instrumental in forming GREATER MSP, which has helped create or 
retain 25,000 jobs and $3.2 Billion USD in capital investment

 Led creation of Make It.MSP, a talent attraction and retention 
initiative – united more than 100 organizations

 Step-Up internship program – connects low-income students with 
paid internships – assisted 8,000 students since 2004

 Promoted effort to host 2018 SuperBowl and opening of new 
Minnesota Vikings Stadium.  Resulted in $8B in development.



Outstanding Elected Leader

 R.T. Rybak, former Mayor of Minneapolis

 12 years in office

 Author of best-selling book ‘Pothole Confidential’

 Embraced inclusiveness and acceptance of 
immigration. MSP has the largest Somali population in 
the world outside of Somalia

 Champion for quality of life, strong core values 

 Helped with significant corporate downtown 
expansions and redevelopment



Outstanding Economic 
Development Practitioner
 Heather Worthington, Former Deputy County 

Manager for Ramsey County, Minnesota, 
moved to long-term community planning role 
for MSP

 Responsible for Twin Cities Ammunition Plan –
400+ acre superfund site had to be 
decontaminated after sitting idle for decades

 Oversaw purchase of this large and complex 
mega-site with cleanup, transit, getting it 
shovel-ready



Challenges for Economic 
Development
Educating elected leaders at all levels



Challenge: 
Common Themes Why Political 
Support for ED Wavers
 Elected officials unaware of what economic development is.

 Elected officials unaware of what EDOs do (or the benefit of EDOs)

 Perception of lack of accountability and/or transparency.

 Perception of ineffective leadership. 

 Budget constraints

 What keeps us up at night…
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In some communities, the value of EDOs is 
being called into question

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What keeps us up at night



Showing Value for ED 
at the Federal Level
 White House Economic Development Forum 

 Weekly visits to Capital Hill

 Presentations for congressional staff

 Publications



IEDC Initiative:
Educating Elected Leaders

IEDC has developed 3 new courses 
for local leaders (2 and 1-day 
versions)
 Economic development “boot camp”

 Resiliency & Economic Recovery

 Advanced Economic Development 

Taught 51 courses since late 2015 
with more than 1,000 participants



Resiliency & Economic Recovery



Long-term initiative:
Helping Communities to be More 
Resilient & Recover From Disasters

 Started with Hurricane Katrina
 Now for more than 12 years, IEDC has 

had a knowledge-sharing and volunteer 
program to help communities that have 
experienced disasters

• 80+ technical assistance projects with 
volunteers

• 60+ knowledge-sharing events
• 50+ webinars
• Training courses
• Countless reports and papers



Economic recovery for manmade 
disasters - when communities lose 
an industry or major employer
 Sharing lessons learned from communities that have 

lost a major employer or an industry, like 
manufacturing

 We are helping communities around the U.S. that 
are experiencing losses of coal mining and coal-fired 
power plants 
 Many states affected, causing major losses of 

employment, tax revenue
 IEDC is providing volunteer technical assistance teams, 

research on best practices, recovery tools, training in 
places 
 West Virginia, Alabama, Kentucky, Tennessee, Montana, New Mexico



Where can you find this work?
RestoreYourEconomy.org 
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Provides economic development professionals and local leaders with practical guidance 
to assist in disaster preparedness and post-disaster economic recovery

One-stop resources
o Best practices
o Publications
o Case studies
o Tools
o Events
o Webinars
o Links to resources

Presenter
Presentation Notes
http://www.wwfblogs.org/climate/sites/default/files/2012-Weather-Extremes-Fact-Sheet-6-dec-2012-final.pdfhttp://www1.ncdc.noaa.gov/pub/data/papers/200686ams1.2nlfree.pdf
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Leadership Toolkit for 
resiliency & economic 
recovery

Available on 
www.restoreyoureconomy.org

*A customized version is newly available for Canada*



Sustainability & Inclusiveness
Building awareness, defining measurements, best practices



Initiative:
Promoting Sustainability
 With many disasters, economic developers are talking more about 

sustainability
 In 2016, IEDC held a joint meeting with the Urban Sustainability 

Directors Network
 25 economic developers met with 25 sustainability directors of large and 

small cities

 With the help of University of Sydney Australian student interns who 
work in our office every January we developed…

 2 new reports in 2016-2017: 
 “Sustainable Economic Development in Practice” – definition and case 

studies

 “Green Metrics” – common measures of sustainable development

Available at www.iedconline.org



Initiative:
Inclusive Economic Development

 New topic of high interest –
research began in 2015
 IEDC conference sessions – standing room only!

 How do we promote prosperity for all  
and not leave communities behind?

 Webinars, publications promote 
understanding of how economic 
developers can make a difference

 Case studies of communities that are 
leading in inclusiveness



Thought-leading research



What does the future hold                      
for economic development?



 Globalization is driving disrupting

 Technological change is accelerating

 Urbanization concentrates opportunity

 Demographic change drives workforce

Global forces that are 
breaking all the trends

Geographies ofTEN-YEAR
FORECAST Transition

Each year, the Institute for the Future prepares a new rolling Ten-Year Forecast to help navigate the business landscape of the next decade and map 
the quickly-shifting boundaries of organizations, industries and nations.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With all this change and uncertainty, what are we – as economic developers – to do?  How do we navigate this complex ecosystem of technological, cultural and social change, to build stronger, more successful and resilient communities… and make better futures.How do we prepare for the future during moments of rapid upheaval and disruption? Things we couldn’t have imagined a while back – like autonomous vehicles, augmented reality headsets, and Internet-connected cities - are now becoming our new realities. It now seems that the assumptions and shared narratives that hold our industries, our communities and even our identities together are becoming more complex, frayed and uncertain with each new disruption and shift.For economic developers, it is important to have a framework and methodology within which to process all this new information. We need a framework to scan, filter and analyze everything that is coming at us so we can be better prepared.While we may not be able to “future proof” our communities, we can help them to become more future ready!



Themes, Advances, Breakthroughs IEDC is Monitoring

Global Political 
Trends

Technological 
Advances

Scientific and 
Engineering 

Breakthroughs

Populism, Protectionism, and Globalization
Rising nationalist sentiment in US, UK, Europe and elsewhere

Increasing Economic Inequality
Concentration of wealth and opportunity into fewer 
hands

Persistent Skills Gap
Mismatch between skills sought by employers and skills found 
in the workforce

Political Gridlock
Heightened political tension in US, Mideast, Asia/Pacific, 
and elsewhere prevents cooperation

Autonomous Vehicles
Self driving cars and other applications

Next-Generation Mobile Internet
More capable devices, more life online

Cloud Technology
Rentable servers change business models

Next Generation Genomics
Cheaper sequencing, personalized medicine

Energy Storage
Improved battery tech, utility scale storage

Advanced Materials
Ultra-light, substances, nanotech, biotech

Advanced Robotics
Smarter, nimbler, more capable robots

Automation of Knowledge Work
Robots replacing office workers

Internet of Things
Connected sensors, appliances and networks

3D Printing
Small scale mfg revolutionizes supply chains

Renewable Energy
Solar, wind and other clean energy sources

Advanced Oil and Gas
Exploration and recovery of cheap fuels

Source: McKinsey Global Institute



Economic Development 
Research Partners
 68 members
 Annual retreats to select topics
 Recent topics:

 Opportunity for all: inclusive economic development
 Critical infrastructure
 New data standards for site selection
 Placemaking
 Regional strategies
 Series on incentives
 Workforce development



EDRP’s Upcoming Research Topics

 The Changing Energy Landscape and how it is 
impacting economic development (Jan. 2018)

 Latest trends from leading organizations – economic 
development future forward (June 2018)

 New technology’s impact on economic development –
Manufacturing 4.0 and beyond (Sept. 2018)

 Educating elected leaders about economic 
development (Jan. 2019)



In Closing
 The world and technology is changing rapidly. 

 Leadership involves taking risks and persevering to make positive 
change happen

 As key economic development organizations, we must watch get 
out ahead of trends, providing thought leadership for the 
profession.

 We will always have changing political leadership.  It’s our 
responsibility to educate them.

 Disasters are a way of life. Economic resiliency must become 
core thinking in economic development.

 More inclusive economic development and sound sustainability 
practices should be promoted for the good of all.

Thank you!
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